OUR GOAL

By making the remains of the Atlantikwall accessible for a larger audience, they remain as tangible and visible memorial sites. As these objects often lay in natural areas, we also pay attention to the local flora and fauna.

We intend to create an information center where visitors can interactively gain knowledge about the subject. We also strive to create an atmosphere where people can openly discuss subjects such as war, justice, peace and history.

GIFTS AND VOLUNTEERS

Do you have relics from the Second World War? Please don’t throw them away! In many cases we like to receive them to add to our collection.

As a nonprofit organisation, we are solely financed by donations, sponsoring, private gifts and subsidies. We entirely depend on the work of many volunteers and we are always looking for new volunteers to support our team. Please contact us!

LOCATION

“Widerstandsnest 318”
Badhuisweg, opposite of numbers 119-133,
2597JM, Scheveningen
Next to café ‘de Boshut’

“Widerstandsnest 67 HL”
In the dunes behind the NH Atlantic Hotel,
Deltaplein 200, 2554 EJ, Kijkduin
A two-minute walk from the dune entrance next to the hotel

Stichting Atlantikwall
Museum Scheveningen

Postal address:
Van Weede Van Dijkveldstraat 73
2582 KS Den Haag
Tel.: 070 - 355 56 04

www.atlantikwallmuseum.nl
info@atlantikwallmuseum.nl
facebook.com/AtlantikwallSCH
twitter.com/AtlantikwallSCH

OPEN FROM MARCH TO OCTOBER:
“Widerstandsnest 318”
EVERY SUNDAY
“Widerstandsnest 67 HL”
EVERY FIRST SUNDAY OF THE MONTH

WITH THANKS TO
**THE ATLANTIKWALL**

The Atlantic wall is a defense line built between 1942 and 1945 by the German forces to fend off Allied attacks. The line was built along the coasts of Europe and stretched from Norway to the Spanish border.

The entire Dutch coast was heavily fortified. This had far-reaching consequences for Scheveningen and The Hague. From 1942 on, areas near the coast were evacuated and declared ‘Sperrgebiet’. These areas became off-limits for most civilians.

Eventually 3400 buildings were demolished, and over 135,000 inhabitants were evacuated for the construction of ‘Stützpunktgruppe Scheveningen’. They had to make way for bunkers, barricades and other fortifications. Due to Allied bombings and accidents with V2s, another 5000 buildings were damaged beyond repair. It took great effort to rebuild these damaged areas after the war.

**WIDERSTANDSNEST 318**

In 1943 the Germans built a command center in the ‘Nieuwe Scheveningse Bosjes’. Here the ‘Verteidigungsstab’, lead by SS-Oberführer Erwin Tzschoppe, was in command of the defense of ‘Stützpunktgruppe Scheveningen’.

In the command bunker, troop bunker and latrine bunker you can view authentic objects from World War Two.

from march to october
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY!

Entrance fees
Adults: € 3
Children up to 12 years old: €1

**WIDERSTANDSNEST 67 HL**

Under the dunes near the boulevard of Kijkduin lies a hidden tunnel system, a part of the former complex ‘Widerstandsnest 67 HL’. In this part the ‘Flugwache’ was stationed, which was an observation service of the German airforce.

Take a tour through a hundred meter long tunnel and five bunkers; an informative and exciting experience!

from march to october
OPEN EVERY FIRST SUNDAY OF THE MONTH!

Entrance fees
Adults: € 3
Children up to 12 years old: €1